I. INTRODUCTION
ARGE-SCALE implementation of dispersed or distributed generators (DG) leads to a gradual transition from the current 'vertically-operated power system', which is supported mainly by several big centralized generators, into a future 'horizontally-operated power system', having also a large number of small to medium-size distributed generators [1] .
Dynamic models of DG are usually quite complex and nonlinear by nature. Therefore, general analysis of power system dynamics with large amount of distributed units is extremely difficult. For example, it is nearly impossible to judge whether the system is stable or not without solving differential equations using numerical integration. Obtained results are often quite subjective since they are valid only for one specific disturbance with specific magnitude.
On the opposite, theory for analysis of linear systems is well developed. One can easily make conclusion about stability just by looking on system eigenvalues. The magnitude and the nature of disturbance do not play any role in linear system stability or instability (as soon as system matrices remain unchanged). Therefore, results of analysis are general. Besides that, estimation of many system properties becomes availablefor instance, we can easily compute eigenvalues, singular values, participation factors, etc. The last (but not least) point is that majority of control design techniques use linear system description.
Although original system model is nonlinear, it is still possible to linearize it under certain assumptions for specific class of disturbances. However, especial care has to be taken during linearization. Results of analysis of linearized system are not general, but anyway for certain class of disturbances they are much less subjective than those obtained by numerical integration.
Besides that, linearized models can be easily used for aggregation and model reduction by mathematical methods, which are indispensable for analysis of dynamics of large-scale system. Examples of such aggregation and dynamic equivalencing are given in [2] , [3] , [4] .
II. PRINCIPLES OF LINEARIZATION
Consider nonlinear state space system: 
The system (2) is called to be in equilibrium (or in steadystate), and vectors x 0 , u 0 , y 0 are called equilibrium point.
Let us perturb the system from equilibrium point by applying small change to input and state variables:
If we substitute (3) into (1) and apply Taylor series expansion neglecting second and higher order terms, we get:
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Taking into account (2), we can write (4) in linear state space form:
where state space matrices are equal to values of system Jacobians at operating point:
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Linearization Generally linearization methods can be classified in three groups:
1. Methods based on system identification. The response of nonlinear system to change of inputs is either measured (in most of the cases) or simulated. After that, suitable model structure is selected -finite impulse response (FIR), autoregressive exogenous (ARX), autoregressive moving average exogenous (ARMAX), etc. In the end, parameter identification techniques are used to obtain parameters of the linear system. System identification methods are rarely used for linearization of power system components models. However, it is still possible to find some applications for that task also [5] , [6] .
2. Numerical perturbation. The inputs and states are numerically perturbed (changed by very small amount from the operating point value), one at a time, and the response of the system is measured by computing deviation of state derivates from zero and outputs from the operating point value. After that, states space matrices are calculated element by element using approximation of partial derivates in (6) by difference equations:
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where subscript δ used for vector with perturbed j th component (all other components do not change) and subscript δ, j used for the value of that specific component.
Numerical perturbation is widely used in power system simulation software (for example, in PSS/E) [7] . Although this method is quick and simple, it is, as any numerical procedure, just an approximation of precise analytical solution. Precision of this approximation is dependent on the size of perturbation and numerical properties of the system. Besides, for systems with multi-scale dynamics (power system is typical example of such a system) it is very difficult to control linearization procedure.
The perturbation values might need to be varied from block to block, and the selection of appropriate values might be difficult. Results of such linearization may be unpredictable. Finally, the numerical perturbation method repeats the linearization procedure each time when the operating point changes.
3. Analytical linearization. This method is based on analytical computation of system Jacobians. Usually Jacobians are determined in closed analytical form (further on, this process is referred as "linearization procedure"), and then operating point data is substituted in the Jacobians to obtain state space matrices. Although analytical linearization is more difficult to automate than numerical perturbation (this is the major disadvantage of the method), it still can be done using symbolic manipulation packages, like Symbolic Math Toolbox (in Matlab) or Mathematica. Analytical linearization is very precise (actually, the results can be used as a reference for comparison of linear models obtained by numerical perturbation) since Jacobians are derived in analytical form. Besides that, the linearization process is performed only once independent of operating point data (which is opposite to numerical perturbation). If operating point changes then new operating point data is substituted in Jacobians, and new matrices are easily obtained. Therefore, in this paper the choice has been made in favor of analytical method of linearization.
III. DYNAMIC MODEL OF SQUIRREL-CAGE INDUCTION GENERATOR WIND TURBINE
The dynamic model of squirrel cage induction generator (SCIG) wind turbine is shown schematically on Figure 1 .
The conventional dynamic model of induction generator is described by:
( ) 
where all quantities are referred to the stator side and taken in p.u. (except w, which is in rad/s). w s is speed of synchronously rotating reference frame ( 
And, finally, mutual fluxes are equal to:
, ,
with armature inductances L ad and L aq (in case of equal distribution of windings in space): Equations (8) - (11) give the description of electrical part of SCIG. Further, the electrical part can be completely written in terms of either fluxes or currents by eliminating corresponding variables. In this case fluxes are selected to be state variables since this is more general representation, which allows also introduction of saturation in the model (although this feature has not been used in this paper). The resulting equations for Electrical Part (on Figure 1 ) look as follows: 
Equations for Stator Current block can also be derived from (9) -(11): 
Differential equation representing Mechanical Part of SCIG:
Structural diagram of Pitch Control block is shown on Figure 2 , while mathematical description is given below:
Pitch control contains a proportional-integral (PI) controller, which is used to limit the electric output power of the turbine. It is necessary when the measured electric output power of the turbine is above its rated value. In such situation PI controller increases the pitch angle to decrease generated power. In other situations saturation block prevent operation of the controller. Pitch rate limiter represents limits of servo mechanism changing pitch angle. In the model it is assumed that power measurement can be taken into account in ideal form (i.e. P meas = P e ).
Integrator with saturation is used in pitch control block to prevent integral wind up. When the control limits are reached, we have to stop integrating. Otherwise integrator will continue to integrate, and this accumulated charge must be removed later, resulting in substantial overshoot. Integrator with saturation helps to avoid this problem.
The Aerodynamic Block represents the steady-state relationship between wind speed (m/s) and mechanical power of Electrical Part of SCIG after linearization looks as follows: 
Linearization of the Aerodynamic Block ((17) -(19)) gives the following results:
where coefficients k 1 , k 2 and k 3 are equal to: 
Because of highly nonlinear nature of the block the results of linearization must be checked carefully. The most important point to check is whether the output of linearized block is sufficiently close to that of nonlinear one under variation of inputs.
First, the operating point was selected: ω r0 = 1.002 p.u., β 0 = 10°, 0 w υ = 8 m/s, T m0 = -0.301 p.u. Selection of this operating point makes the matching better for wider range of inputs changes as illustrated on Figures 5-7 (the calculation was done varying one input, while fixing the others). For this specific operating point the response of linear model is close to the original one under quite large variation of inputs (this also was checked by variation of not only one, but several inputs at the same time). However, since the disturbance, for which further analysis has been done is voltage dip and since we keep wind speed constant, it can be assumed that the pitch angle will be equal or nearly equal to zero. We can prove correctness of this assumption also by noting from Figure 4 that active power does not go much higher the reference value (in this example 0.9 p.u. of nominal apparent power). It can be observed from Figure 6 that the matching for pitch angle around zero for specified β 0 = 10° is not really good. Therefore, the operating point was updated and new value of β 0 = 0° was set. Such a choice gives good matching between nonlinear and linearized aerodynamic blocks only for the val- The most ambiguous part of SCIG linearization is in the Pitch Control block (see (16) and Figure 2) . The difficulty appears due to the fact that for wind speeds below nominal the pitch control is saturated, i.e. the pitch angle is limited to zero and the integrator is disconnected to prevent wind up. At the same time, for wind speeds above nominal the pitch control acts as usual PI controller. Therefore, two linear models for SCIG have to be created: first -for operation of generator with saturated pitch control, and second -for operation of generator with linear pitch control. For the first model the controller is completely removed and pitch angle is defined as an external input (constant) to linearized SCIG model. For the second model nonlinearities (saturation, rate limiter and saturation in the integrator) are simply removed from the pitch controller. The SCIG model structure stays the same as on Figure 1 .
Use of model with enabled pitch control for analysis of wind turbine behavior during low wind speeds can lead to erroneous results. Figure 8 illustrates this fact. The pitch angle obtained with the use of original nonlinear model is equal to zero, while the model with pitch control is trying to increase generated power (although it is not possible from the physical point of view) by driving pitch angle to negative value. Removal of pitch control block and definition of pitch angle as external input equal to zero help to avoid such situation.
The linear expression for Mechanical Part of SCIG can be obtained by substitution of linearized equations for electrical and mechanical torque ( (20) and (22), respectively) in (15):
.
The response of original and linearized mechanical part during voltage dip is shown on Figure 9 .
Finally, linearized blocks were combined to create complete linear model of the whole SCIG. The state-space model with pitch control enabled is described in analytical form by the following expressions (the matrices are shown in details on the last page): 
The model without pitch control is slightly different (see matrices on the last page): 
Voltage dip to 0.6 p.u. was simulated and responses of original and linearized models of the whole SCIG (stator currents) were compared (see Figure 10 ). The good agreement of these curves is extremely important since stator currents are the outputs of the whole SCIG model that interface the generator model with the model of the rest of the network. Results of simulations for larger and longer voltage dips are shown on Figures 11 and 12. As it can be seen from the figures, the differences in responses of original and linearized SCIG are insignificant, and therefore linear model adequately represents dynamics of SCIG for such type of disturbances.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper illustrates how analytical linearization can be applied for obtaining linearized model of SCIG wind turbine. It has been shown that linearization has to be performed carefully, always taking into account operational conditions, under which dynamic behavior will be analyzed.
Linearized model in analytical form has the advantage that it can be used not only for one specific operating point, but can be easily modified for any operating point. Construction of the whole power system model in linear form (using linearized models of elements as building blocks) also becomes possible and straightforward. Linear models are indispensable for large variety of analysis and design tasks, such as small-signal stability and subsynchronous resonance studies, control design, model reduction, etc. 
